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The Role of Fine Arts in the Making of National Character: Ackroyd’s English Music 

and Tanpınar’s Huzur 

 

Abstract 

A common culture connecting generations is the most indisputable essence that makes 

a nation. Passing through times when their societies experience an identity crisis, the British 

writer Peter Ackroyd in English Music and the Turkish novelist Ahmet Hamdi Tanpınar in 

Huzur (“A Mind at Peace”) make this point through their emphasis on fine arts as the best 

medium of cultural heritage transfer. While Ackroyd’s bildungsroman describes the growth of 

a little boy, Timothy Harcombe, into an awareness of national identity through his gradual 

possession of artistic legacy, Tanpınar’s work focuses on a nation’s search for new ways of 

self-definition in a time of crisis, via the relationship of a young man (Mümtaz) with his 

cousin, his love and the treasures of the past.  
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The Role of Fine Arts in the Making of National Character: Ackroyd’s English 

Music and Tanpinar’s Huzur 

 

Whether a common land, a common language or a common race makes a nation is 

open to discussion but there is almost a consensus about a common culture passing from one 

generation to another as the glue that sticks all the constituents of a nation solid under one 

roof. The British writer Peter Ackroyd in English Music and the Turkish novelist Ahmet 

Hamdi Tanpınar in Huzur (“A Mind at Peace”) make this point through their emphasis on fine 

arts. While Ackroyd’s bildungsroman describes the growth of a little boy, Timothy 

Harcombe, into an awareness of national identity through his gradual owning of the cultural 

heritage, Tanpınar’s work focuses on a nation’s search for new ways of self-definition in a 

time of crisis, via the relationship of a young man (Mümtaz) with his cousin, his love and the 

treasures of his past.            

 Both novels were born out of a need to evoke a unifying national identity. Britain, 

with the dissolution of the empire, went under a crisis of self-definition in the 20th Century. 

The Irish, the Scots and the Welsh populations’ deep-roooted call for autonomy became 

louder in recent decades, leading to a series of questionings about the concept of being a 

nation. All this naturally reflects onto literature which negotiates different versions and 

aspects of national identity. Some novels like Julian Barnes’s England England (1998), 

deconstruct “the notion of an 'authentic' Englishness located in a remote past” (Nünning), 

while some, like Peter Ackroyd’s 1992 novel, English Music underline Englishness in bold. 

There, amid all postmodernist emphasis upon the constructedness of the self, Ackroyd 

“unashamedly” defends that despite all foreign influences, there actually is a long tradition 

that makes up the spirit of the English nation and keeps them as a whole. In an interview, 

Ackroyd explains this attitude with a personal reason:  
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Having come from a background which did not have a sort of cultural atmosphere, and 

being brought up by my mother and grandmother, without having a father, I presume 

that there must be some sort of search for origins going on in a way. And I suppose 

what happened was that I decided I’d find my origins in literary history (Gibson, 

Wolfreys, 2000, p.216).        

The setting for Ackroyd’s novel is 20th century London. The plot follows Tim 

Harcombe’s coming of age experience through his relationship with his father and with the 

fathers (almost all the writers in Ackroyd’s cannon are male) of the English literature. Tim’s 

father is a faith-healer and the boy later discovers that the healing energy is released only 

when the two cooperate. This awareness that comes toward the end of the novel and 

announces Tim as an adult is also the message of the book: Salvation can only be expected 

from a synthesis of the present with the past which requires an acknowledgement of the 

cultural inheritance. The book has nineteen chapters. The odd numbered pages tell a realistic 

account of the father-son relationship and the even chapters narrate Tim’s dreams in which he 

visits some scenes from the world of literature, music and painting. These works, which his 

father calls “English Music” are the sources that will introduce Tim to the basic spirit of 

Englishness. Tanpınar’s novel was also written in a time of national identity crisis, and again 

has to do with Turkey’s transformation from an Empire to a national state. When the 

nationalistic winds of the 19th century blew and began to shake the empire, the Ottoman 

intellectuals turned their faces to the West and started a period of modernization, which 

became more pronounced with the Reformation (Tanzimat) act of 1839. Then followed a 

gradual turning away from the traditional values of the East, especially on the higher echelons 

of the society. This reached its apex with the founding of the Republic in 1923, which meant a 

sharp refusal of the heritage of the past and the ensuing experience of discontinuity led to a 

crisis of adaptation in people’s minds. And this struggle to accommodate with the new 
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lifestyle is the topic of the 1949-dated Huzur, which was published serially in Cumhuriyet 

newspaper in 1948 before it was made a book. Tanpınar had always sympathized with the 

modernist project of the Republic. However, he was deeply annoyed by its official view on 

Ottoman culture and attempted to show that, if not more, it was at least as valuable as the 

West’s. Thus, Huzur argues that it is wrong to dissmiss the old civilization of Turkey while 

trying to create a new way of life.          

 Interestingly, there seems again to be a personal reason behind Tanpınar’s project. Jale 

Parla (2004) points out that mirroring the nation’s recent position, most of the protagonists of 

the Tanzimat novels were orphans and they were in constant search for a father (p.15). This 

trend seems to extend into the Republican period too, as Tanpınar’s hero also loses his father 

when the novel opens, and takes refuge under the wings of İhsan, who, with his knowledge of 

the Western culture, his interest in history, his role as a teacher for Mümtaz, resembles Yahya 

Kemal Beyatlı. Early in life, Tanpınar lost his mother and not his father but it is a fact that in 

his university teacher, the famous poet he found a fatherly image to support his intellectual 

growth. Hence, it would not be wrong to think that Tanpınar expresses his views through 

Mümtaz.           

 Mümtaz is a young member of the literature department at Istanbul University. His 

parents die early, and he is raised by his older cousin. Mümtaz falls in love with Nuran, a 

divorced woman, who according to Mümtaz, has gathered in herself all the beautiful aspects 

of her nation. They prepare to marry but Suat, an earlier friend of Nuran’s with a sick passion 

for her, hangs himself in the lovers’ prospective house, thus throwing a dark shadow upon 

their happiness. Marriage is cancelled and Nuran turns back to her husband. Their story is told 

in flashback, and covers only one day, when Mümtaz is out of the house to look for a nurse 

for İhsan. At the end of the day İhsan dies, and the radio announces the breakout of the World 

War II.            
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 Ang (2005-2006) reports Ackroyd’s borrowing from Reynolds’s Discourses the view  

that  “[i]nvention, strictly speaking, is little more than a new combination of those images 

which have been previously gathered and deposited in the memory: nothing can come of 

nothing” (p.243). In line with this, what dominates both Ackroyd and Tanpınar’s works is a 

concern for a commonly shared past and an unbroken cultural memory that conveys the 

heritage of the ancestors to posterity. Ackroyd narrates Tim’s journey to maturity and 

attaining selfhood, so Tim often has to question who he is. At one point, he discovers that in 

him “there was always the same essential identity preserved beneath changing circumstances 

and changing moods” (Ackroyd, 1992, p.78). But still he is not sure about what his identity 

consists of or where it belongs to (p.279). Then starts his quest in dreams. In his first dream, 

appropriately, Tim meets Christian in John Bunyan’s Pilgrim’s Progress, which describes 

Tim’s journey of self discovery as a pilgrimage. Now it becomes clear why his father once 

said: “That’s what we are Timmy. Pilgrims” (p.15). Pilgrimage is an act of merging one’s 

soul with a higher entity and thus requires Tim to forge his identity by melting his self in the 

higher spirit of his nation. That is why, he continues in the rest of his dream sequence with 

many other characters in the classics of English literature, because books are depositiories of 

the heritage of the past. In Chapter 2, he is in Alice’s wonderland where the Red Queen asks 

him what he is (p.30). The fact that instead of “who” she asks “what” implies that Tim must 

define himself first as a human being distinct from other creatures. And it is only through 

culture that he can do it. When he fails to remember his name, the Queen will refer him to 

books. “Well, you have the book. Look it up” (p.31). So, Tim’s search follows the track of the 

lines on the pages. The white rabbit’s question about why the son resembles the father (p.33) 

gives him clues about which path to follow, he will walk on the footsteps of his father. In 

Chapter 4, Tim finds himself in Dickens’s Great Expectations, where he meets Pip, who 

wonders about his creator (p.74). This makes Tim think about the relationship between the 
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writer and his characters, another parallel to the father and son relationship. Chapter 6 

introduces Tim to Sherlock Holmes, who tells him that the past and the future are connected 

with an organic tie (p.108). He also reveals his mission as a detective, which he says in fact all 

human beings are, looking for harmony in the commotion of the universe. (p.108). Tim learns 

from him about the constructedness of his self, just like a character in a novel. He is led to 

think about how the social culture shapes one’s character. In Chapter 8, Tim is on a deserted 

island, where he meets Robinson Crusoe. Crusoe tells that as long he has books with him, he 

is never alone on the island, where he is, indeed, surrounded by people who were there before 

him. He also gives the example of an archeological excavation as a metaphor for delving deep 

into the books to discover the reality of the present age (p.143).  

From the English books of all ages we will understand our own. When the bones of 

King Arthur were digged up, the race beheld some original of themselves; so, we can 

erect and proclaim our worth upon the pillars of our forefathers (p.166).  

And he continues, “No one comes into the world fully clothed, for we are what we 

learn. You have inherited all that you posses” (p.167). In fact, there is no ready identity and 

the individual must make himself one out of what his ancestors bequeathed. 

The odd chapters in English Music include repeated scenes of Tim and his father 

separating and trying to find each other again. Tim’s search for his father parallels his search 

in even chapters for his cultural fathers, which continues in Chapter 10, with the field of 

music. In this part, Tim meets William Byrd, whom he calls the father of English music. Byrd 

compares the English music to an English garden, which is more than the natural forest with 

its endless variety of flowers (p.175). He also compares human music to the music of the 

planets as they revolve. He explains that just as the music of the world is in harmony with the 

notes of the universe, so is the human music that implies the unity of man’s soul and body 
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(p.176). He criticizes young musicians who try to create their own music with a 

misconception that they themselves are the source of these notes, which flow from a higher 

source, that is collective memory. He also makes the point that these new notes must reflect 

the authentic air of their own country (p.180). Chapter 12 and 14 are devoted to painting and 

Tim’s guide in this field is the famous painter William Hogarth, a keen observer and painter 

of the English social life. Hogarth tells Tim that music and painting are similar in terms of the 

harmony between the parts and the whole, and he likens notes to colors. Like Byrd, he draws 

Tim’s attention to correspondences between the laws of the universe and the order in the 

society. Behind all that chaotic life he recommends him to see the unifying persistent pattern 

and to look for harmony (p.219). Hogarth’s last words summarize the message of Ackroyd’s 

novel:  

We have a thriving and artificial civilization, the image of which shall not be lost to 

posterity. In my work I have attempted to preserve it and to leave a description of the 

manners and customs of our English nation to future times […] Our English music 

must be sustained until we reach the very last note” (p.269).      

Later, Tim pays a visit to the paintings of the landscape painters John Constable and 

William Turner, the industrial scenes artist Joseph Wright and James Whistler, famous for his 

nocturnal pictures of London. But in this chapter, besides painters, there are characters from 

novels too. Yorick from Hamlet, Don Quixote’s horse Rosinante and Heathcliff from Emily 

Bronte’s The Wuthering Heights join in, as if to say that the ages old competition between 

literature and painting is just an illusion, and the two arts are indeed sisters.  

  Chapter 16 is a call to all the dead poets of English literature, starting from Caedmon 

and ending with Hopkins to rise and talk. In the first dream scene, Alice sings a song which 

obliterates the border between art and life: The first line goes “Wouldst thou be in a dream, 
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and yet not sleep?” (p.33) And later, Christian “For us, our toilsome days are now quite 

ended/But you, now Art and Life are strangely blended” (p.46). In line with this, here in 

Chapter 16 and 18, the dream sequences closely parallel Tim’s real life. Remembering that 

Tim’s father was a faith healer, who brings the dead souls back before his audience, now 

towards the end, when he has inherited his national heritage, Tim seems to have inherited his 

father’s talent too. Just like him, he calls the dead up from their sleep in the “Song of Albion,” 

where he summons great names of English poetry to rise from their graves. Chapter 18, which 

presents the last dream scene is about the death of King Arthur, the founding father of Britain, 

which is a sign that in the next chapter Tim’s father will die too. Arthur resorts to the 

metaphor of a tree to tell that despite his death his race will survive. “For the fruit may fall 

from the bough […] yet the tree will be flourishing inwardly” (p.385). Another metaphor used 

to express continuity is the image of a bird. At the end of the book, Tim the narrator is an old 

man. As he is watching the tree in his garden just after he helped his grandchild bury a newly 

dying bird, another bird perches on a branch and fills the garden with its song (p.339).  

 In Huzur İhsan warns his visitors one day about the need for cultural continuity:  

If we neglect the past, it’ll jut into us like a foreign object throughout our lives. Like it 

or not we have to make it part of the grand synthesis. It is the source from which we 

must emerge. We need this continuity even if it’s an illusion (Tanpınar, 2008, p.289). 

Because Tanpınar believes fine arts to be the canal through which this continuity can 

be achieved, like Ackroyd’s novel, Huzur too includes several references to visual arts. Just to 

give a few examples, Tanpınar likens the view in Istanbul streets to Futurist paintings (p.33), 

Mümtaz imagines Nuran as depicted in old miniatures (p.137),  a couplet by Yahya Kemal 

reminds Nuran Rodin’s sculpture, The Burghers of Calais, her great grand mother follows 

Nuran from her daguerreotype photo, and Nuran tries to read Ottoman calligraphy (p.147). 
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But most of these references are to Western art, though  occasionally Tanpınar mentions 

native pieces too, “to display the national assets of art next to the masterpieces of the West” in 

an effort to “cure the psychology of inferiority that started with the defeat of the Ottoman 

Empire against the West”* (Özcan, 2012, p.105).

Tanpınar, who thinks that “all arts are in music” (cited by Karadeniz, 2002, p.284), 

gives the honor of forming the axis of his novel to music. Tanpınar appreciates the folk songs 

for their sincerity and direct recording and representation of real life. Mümtaz thinks that the 

songs “all seemingly stepped out into a bracing, invigorating wind or faced problems which 

must be overcome; that is, they confronted life itself” (p.345). Listening to one piece, he feels 

that it “wasn’t a bout of nerves, but rather, like warm bread, something full of life, comprising 

existence” (p.345).           

 In the opening pages, when Mümtaz is walking along the street, he sees girls playing a 

game and singing. Their song makes him think of Nuran, who must have sung it too, as did 

her mother and grandmother. And in a way similar to what Tim’s guides kept repeating, he 

thinks:  

What should persist is this very song, our children’s growing up while singing this 

song and playing this game […] Everything is subject to transformation; we can even 

foster this change through our own determination. What shouldn’t change are the 

things that structure social life and mark it with our own stamp (p.22).   

Once, İhsan says, “All truths are contained here, in this vast ocean of meaning. Our 

satisfaction is relative to our closeness to the folk and our own lives. We are the children of 

these türküs” (p.345). His words find support in Yahya Kemal’s line that complains about the 

foreignness of melancholy feelings lived abroad: “Savor it though I have, Slavic melancholy 

brings me no satisfaction…” (p.345). The reason must be that these türküs are the products of 
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real events, celebrations or tragedies shared communally and they inscribe those events in the 

collective memory. So Mümtaz hears the lines “Imperiled between a rock and a hard 

place,/One falls by bullet, the next by knife wound…,” he immediately remembers that it is 

the song which “during the last war, […] soldiers being transported by evening freight trains 

and peasants carting vegetables to town toward daybreak always sang” (p.400). Therefore, the 

novel is woven with lines taken from folk songs that express all sorts of emotions felt by our 

people all around the country, lines that best delineate “a mode of compassionate love 

specifically Turkish” (p.239).         

 In a letter, Tanpınar says, “First I started with the West. But I could not find myself 

before I got to know our old poets and music. Once I tasted their nostalgia, I found myself 

more settled in myself.” (cited by Samsakçı, 2002, p.286). Similarly, Mümtaz also values 

traditional music highly. For him “everything from an Istanbul paysage to the entire Turkish 

culture, its filth, its decay, and its splendor was contained in traditional music” (p.197). He 

thinks that this music is the key that unlocks the past to which “whether we like it or not, we 

belong” (p.197). Talking to a friend about some famous musicians in Turkish history, he 

laments that these names are not appreciated as they deserve, although “part of our identity 

has been formed by their artistry” (p.92).  If not for anyone else, this is certainly true for 

Nuran, who comes from a musical family, as she explains: “In our family traditional music is 

something of a heirloom [...] When I was a girl, every night, there were musical gatherings 

and lots of entertainments” (p.136). We also learn that her great-grand father is the composer 

of “Song in Mahur,” which is called a masterpiece (p.126). Nuran, who “admired, like an 

İsmail Dede Efendi or Hafız Post, and recited, with an expression particular to each piece, 

village dirges, türküs from Rumeli, Kozan and Afşar…” (p.171-172) “is a voice for Mümtaz” 

and “his passion for her is indeed a passion felt not for a woman, but for our classical music” 

(Karadeniz, 2002, p.281).  
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The lovers rename different parts of Bosphorus after different makams in traditional 

music, in accordance with what feelings these locales evoked, as if trying to turn the whole 

city into a song (p.193). This shows their love of music as well as their love of Istanbul. Like 

them, Tanpınar’s aim seems to turn his novel into a musical piece with all the great names of 

traditional music parading in front of the reader. In fact, critics believe this to be true. For 

example, considering the four-part structure of the novel, Berna Moran states that it is built 

upon the skeleton of Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony (Bayramoğlu, 2006, p.11). Zeynep 

Bayramoğlu (2006) finds its changing tones more in harmony with again the same composer’s 

“No: 11 Opus 132 La Minor Quartet” and Dede Efendi’s Ferazhfeza (p.12). Tanpınar was 

interested in the West as much as the East, therefore, Bayramoğlu’s suggestion is in fact 

congruous with his concept of “terkip” (synthesis) or (“coexistence of contrasts”) about which 

he comments:  

We can view the East and the West as our two sources. We have both in great 

degree[...] But their existence is not an asset by itself, and this fact only invites us to 

create in our own life, a life special to us, a large and spacious synthesis (p.34).  

Mümtaz has the same panacea for the identity crisis the nation is passing true, he says:  

We are currently living through reactionary times. We despise ourselves. Our heads 

are full of comparisons and contrasts. We don’t appreciate Dede because he’s no 

Wagner; Yunus Emre, because we haven’t been able to cast him as a Verlaine; or 

Baki, because he can’t be a Goethe or a Gide. Despite being the most well-appointed 

country nestled amid the opulence of immeasurable Asia, we’re living naked and 

exposed. Geography, culture, and all the rest expect a new synthesis from us (p.289). 
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If the Turkish side appears to have gained more emphasis in Huzur, it must be because 

Tanpınar wants to warn about the threat of losing our cultural identity, as expressed by 

Mümtaz in the following words:  

Today in Turkey, we wouldn’t be able to name five books that consecutive generations 

read together. Except in rare instances, those who take any pleasure in older authors 

are increasingly fewer in number […] Soon poets like Nedim or Nef’i, or even 

traditional music, which is ever so appealing to us, will join a category of things from 

which we’ve been estranged! (p.289).       

When it comes to literature, in Huzur, there are again several references to canonical 

Turkish poetry. Characters, especially Mümtaz, often quote lines from Divan poets. Yunus 

Emre, Nedim, Nabi and Rumi are mentioned and Neşati, Naili, Shaykh Galib about whom 

Mümtaz is trying to write a novel and not surprisingly, Yahya Kemal lend their words to 

Nuran or Mümtaz. Alongside these, we must also remember the lyrics for the songs, which 

are part of the poetic tradition too, and in Huzur music is never without words. Besides, these 

references or quotations are not chosen randomly but seem to be consciously selected to suit 

the moods of the characters, or like the last chapters of English Music, to give clues about the 

shape their fates will take. When Mümtaz walks into the old books market, he sees spices 

from Egypt, that remind the once glorious Empire now shrunk, and the other reminders of the 

East look as “if preparing to be interred” (p.52). There, in a book, Mümtaz reads the lines 

“Where is the rose, where is the nightingale?/The petals of the rose do scatter and pale” (p.56) 

which might be taken as a lament for the lost splendor of the state. Mümtaz and Nuran hear 

someone in the street sing the folk song “Floodwaters have overtaken Erzincan/ A stranger 

has taken up with my girl” and immediately after that, they meet Suat’s dead body when they 

get into their would-be wedding house (p.374-375). On another occasion, Mümtaz watches a 

girl passing in front of his window and singing a folk song with a worried tone. This brings to 
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his mind the image of his mother. “Mümtaz’s heart ached, assuming the gaze his mother 

trained on him every time she lifted her head bore a meaning close to that of these lyrics.” 

Yet, he cannot hear the song to the end as the girl “was still quite small, and in the middle of 

the rendition her voice cracked oddly, like a whimper” (p.37). This failure in the rendition of 

the song seems like a premonition of his and the country’s doomed fate, implying that the 

continuity of cultural heritage will somehow be thwarted.      

 In Part III of “The Waste Land” T.S. Eliot writes, "On Margate Sands/I can 

connect/Nothing with nothing” to describe the barren world of the early 20th century. This 

break was not only in the perception of the material environment world but with the 

perception of time too, representing the isolation of the Modern man from his past and his 

future. Modernist writers including Eliot or Joyce in England and Yahya Kemal in Turkey 

were creating a literature that attempted to reestablish the lost wholeness with references to 

the heritage of the past which they tried to rejuvenate in the present moment. At a time when 

he felt that the national collective memory was threatened by the zest for the new, Tanpınar 

writes Huzur, which like Joyce’s Ulysses compresses the past and the future into the span of 

one single day. The book offers the fine arts, especially music as the proper medium to 

transfer the experience, wisdom and the taste of the ancestors to young generations so that the 

national spirit can live. Years later, under similar conditions, Ackroyd writes English Music 

with similar intentions and with a similar message. In “Peter Ackroyd’s Englishness: A 

Continental View” Adriana Neagu says:  

In the dialectic of the national and the international as illustrated by contemporary 

English writers, Ackroyd's exuberant celebration of England and the English genius, 

his fixation on the vernacular offends the contemporary cosmopolitan sensibility 

because it provokes the impropriety of a deliberate walk in the dangerous territory of 

English individualism and nationhood. With deconstruction still looming large on the 

http://eliotswasteland.tripod.com/
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horizon of academic practice and national values either dismissed as archaic or 

vehemently discredited, it is axiomatic that Ackroyd's pursuit of origins and essences 

should not fit in the value-averse space of the contemporary (p. 221).    

Yet the political atmosphere is full of unexpected changes. Especially at present, when Great 

Britain has voted for leaving the European Union, Ackroyd’s work will probably appeal to a 

larger audience. Tanpınar wrote his book about 70 years ago, yet in todays Turkey, where the 

glorious past of the pre-Republic is being constantly reminded through TV series, political 

speeches, dress styles or public monuments of historical figures, it seems that Huzur will 

continue to find place on book shelves.        
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